
Temporal Contrast Changes in Mars Dark Slope Streaks 
 

 Dark slope streaks on Mars are among the most active and dynamic processes observed on the planet's surface.  While various formation models have been suggested [1][2][3], dust avalanches 
best explain streak origin and characteristics[4][5].  New streaks have the highest contrast, up to 10% compared to their surroundings,  suggesting the streaks fade over time.  One theory for this is 
atmospheric dust fallout slowly raising the albedo of the newly exposed area, progressively increasing streak albedo until the streak becomes indistinguishable from the surrounding surface. Given 
this theory, a relationship for rate of fading should be possible to determine, providing insight into local and global dust transport. 

Nicholson Crater (see 
figure 2, left) 

• Overall progression of 
towards streak CR of 1 
over time, 

• S3 and S10 initially show 
no change in CR then 
increase by 0.03 and 
0.02 respectively, 

• S1 and S11 CRs initially 
increase then decrease, 

• S14, like S3 and S 10 
shows a large change in 
CR from 2008 to 2010 
where other streaks 
show little or no change, 

• Standard deviation for 
CR is 0.017. 
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Streak ID Number 

Nicholson Crater MOLA 2008-236

MOLA 2008-297

MOLA 2010-134
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Streak ID Number 

Western Lycus Sulci 

MOLA 2007-03-30

MOLA 2007-09-28

MOLA 2008-03-07

The Amazonias site, while showing only a decrease in CR overall, also shows a 
change in relative streak CRs, where one streak shows less than 0.01 change 
and another shows ~0.05 CR change. 

Figure 1.  Contrast ratio (CR) of streaks at Western 
Lycus Sulci. S4 and S5 have notably different CRs 
relative to S1-3 between 2007-03 and the later images. 

Figure 2:.  Contrast ratios at Nicholson Crater.  Streaks 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 
10, and 11 show more complex changes in CR 
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Dark Slope Streaks 
  Observed in Mars’ Northern hemisphere in dusty regions, 

dark slope streaks, such in Image 1, are measured here for 

brightness values on- and off-streak to establish a contrast 

Images  
    Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(MRO) CRISM images with spatial 

overlap and temporal range were 

identified; eight locations chosen, with either two or three 

image sets/dates. A 1μm wavelength band was used to 

reduce atmospheric interference, and individual streaks are 

numbered (Image 2). 

The remaining four locations contained  more dynamic 
changes between streaks. 

Image 2. Cropped CRISM 
FRT00018c69 from 2008-297 d 
of Nicholson Crater.  Streaks 
are numbered for identification. 

Results 
Four locations showed all streak 
CRs changing by similar degree 
between image dates.  

• Two sites showed  a decrease 
in CR over time, 

• One site showed  an increase 
in  CR towards 1, 

• A fourth site first decreased in 
CR then showed no change in 
the third image.  

ratio (CR)  of the streak to the 
surroundings surface.  Values are in 
reference to a Lambertian surface, 
and a  first order correction for 
incidence angle[6] with MOLA (Mars 
Orbital Laser Altimeter) data is 
made. 

• Streak CRs average on- and 

off-streak pixel pairs along 

streak length, 

• CR = 1 indicates no contrast  

difference from surroundings. 
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Interpretation 
Basic trends: 

• As CR → 1, streak fades: 4 instances across all 
sites and sequential dates, 

• As CR → 0 streak darkens: 6 instances across all 
sites and sequential dates, 

• 2 sites with instances of no change in CR for 
sequential dates 

Possible Influencing factors: 

• Despite 1 μm wavelength window, atmosphere 
may still be skewing whole image sets towards a 
higher or lower CR 

• This does not account for individual streak CR 
variations relative to other streaks 

Half the locations included at least one streak with 
significant relative variation in CR between image 
sets/dates. Thus, additional explanation is needed 
to account for observed contrast relationships. 

 

Lycus Sulci, West (see  Figure 1 to 
right): 

• Streaks 1-3 (S1-3) increase then 
decrease in CR by ~0.04, 

• Relative CR between S1-3 are 
essentially unchanged, 

• CRs of S4 and S5 relative to  
S1-3 change between different 
image dates. 

 

 Lycus Sulci proper also shows one 
streak progressing differently than 
the others, showing slight CR 
increase while the other 5 streaks 
show CR reduction ~0.03. 

Discussion 
 Dust deposition and streak fading is more complex 
than a linear, uninterrupted brightening process.  
Particularly the changing relative CR of some 
streaks indicates a more dynamic process.  Streak 
reactivation offers an explanation that covers all 
trends seen in the data.   
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Image 1. MOC PIA09027  
Apexes to top left and 
streaks go downslope to the 
bottom right. Actual 
maximum contrast ~10% 


